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TTD SERIES BLOWER  PACKAGES 
TTD Series (Table Top Direct Drive) rotary lobe blower packages feature DuroFlow blowers with flows to 670 CFM, and 
pressures to 15 PSIG for bulk transfer of dry materials. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transfer systems using pneumatic power are an efficient method of conveying a wide variety of dry bulk materials. A 
transfer system uses a rotary valve to feed material to the conveying line, which transfers it to the process.  
 
Un-loader system empties rail cars and tank trucks by pressurizing the tank on one side and supplying air to the product 
discharge line forcing material out on the other side.   
 

MODEL HP CFM PSIG Tons / hr * 
TTD-4504-30 30 285 15 8 to 14 
TTD-4506-50 50 450 15 18-25 
TTD-4509-60 60 670 15 24 to 45 
TTD-4512-75 75 920 15 45 to 57 

 
*Tons/hr is only a general guideline based on a “typical” conveying system with the following criteria: Dry materials with 
a bulk density of 90 lbs/cu.ft. Conveyed through a 3” to 5” ID line with a maximum total length of 100’ with no more 
than a 70’ vertical rise. Sizing assumes proper material feed to the conveying line and a piping system design with no 
more than four 90 degree turns, a minimum of flexible hose lengths following good design and construction practices. 
These capacities are guidelines only since material characteristics, altitude, temperature, moisture level, and air leakage 
vary from site to site. 

DuroFlow Blowers 

1. Heavy-duty reinforced single piece cast iron cylinder 
2. Solid rotor profile precision machined with advanced CNC technology 
3. Innovative rotor tip increases blower efficiency 
4. Advanced piston ring and flinger oil and air seal design for leak free 

operation 
5. Oversized drive end double-row ball bearings 
6. Helical timing gears, precision machined from alloy steel forging & 

spline mounted 
7. Dual sump reliable splash lubrication  
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Relief Valve Inlet Filter Silencer 

Standard Equipment 
 

• Positive displacement rotary blower 
• Synthetic lubricant fill and level gauge 
• Drive motor 208-230-460/3/60 1.15 SF TEFC  
• Direct drive coupling with enclosed guard 
• Oversized inlet silencer filter combination 
• Full flow pressure relief valve 
• Pressure Gauge, SS, liquid filled 
• Combination Base /Discharge silencer, 

chambered reactive/absorptive with lifting eyes 
• Flexible connector between blower & silencer 
• Drawings, instruction & operating manuals 

Direct Drive Coupling 

Inlet Filter Silencer 
 
A combination inlet silencer filter incorporates 
multiple silencing tubes around the outside of the base 
and a central tubular steel acoustic section layered 
with absorptive media for maximum attenuation. In 
addition the weatherproof hood is lined with a “quiet 
band” of sound deadening barrier material. A dry type 
replaceable element removes 99% of particles 2 
micron and larger. 

Table Top Base 
 
The “Table Top” design features a heavy duty structural steel 
frame which provides a ridged mounting platform for the 
blower, motor and drive. 

Relief Valve 
The relief valve is rated for the full capacity of the blower. With a diaphragm assist spring loaded design the 
valve maintains repeatable set pressures after numerous cycles and remains tight till it reaches “cracking” 
pressure. Most importantly the valve consistently re-sets below set  pressure and does not flutter. 

Direct Coupled Drive 
 
The flexible coupling features molded, non-lubricated, 
interchangeable elastomeric EPDM  sleeves. Its four-
way flexing action accommodates torsional, angular, 
and parallel misalignment, as well as axial end float. 

Discharge  Silencer 

Discharge Silencer 
 
A chambered reactive/absorptive discharge silencer reduces 
the noise and pulsation energy generated by the blower. The 
all welded steel silencer is positioned as close to the blower 
connection as possible to maximize the effectiveness. 




